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Resumen 

 

 

La cantidad de datos y metadatos que se genera hoy en día es abismal, y va en aumento. El 
análisis de datos a gran escala es una realidad en muchas empresas y organizaciones, 
utilizándose cada vez en más ámbitos.  
 
A ello ha contribuido el abaratamiento de los sistemas de producción, gestión y mantenimiento 
de datos, así como la liberación de éstos gracias al movimiento OpenScience, el cual está siendo 
adoptado cada vez por más corporaciones y estados. 
 
Este aumento va ligado a su vez a la necesidad de sistemas que sean capaces de almacenar, 
gestionar y analizar dichos datos de manera ágil, así como a la necesidad de especialistas en 
dichos sistemas. 
 
En este documento se describe la evaluación de las tecnologías actualmente existentes de 
BigData, para diseñar y desplegar un sistema que permita analizar los datos generados por el 
Sistema de Detección de Intrusos de red desplegado en el Instituto de Física de Cantabria (IFCA). 
 
De esta manera se solucionaría o mitigaría el actual problema existente debido a la gran cantidad 
de datos generados por dicho IDS, lo que dificulta y retrasa el análisis de los mismos. 
 
 
 
Palabras clave: OpenScience, DataScience, BigData, Apache Flink, Apache Kafka, IDS, NIDS, 
Snort. 
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Abstract 

 
The amount of data that is generated nowadays is huge, and it is increasing. The data analysis 
at great scale is a reality in many companies and organizations, and it is spreading to different 
scopes. 
 
The cheapening of the production, management and maintenance of data systems has 
contributed to it, as well as the movement OpenScience, which is being adopted more and more 
by corporations and states. 
 
This increase on the production of data is linked to the need of computer systems able to store, 
manage and analyze such data in a nimbly way, as well as specialists on such systems. 
 
In this document the evaluation of state of art BigData technologies is described, in order to design 
and deploy a system able to analyze the data generated by the NIDS deployed at the Institute of 
Physics of Cantabria (IFCA). 
 
In this way, the existing problem due to the great amount of data generated by the NIDS would 
be solved or mitigated, which obstructs and delays the analysis of such data. 
 
 
 
Key words: OpenScience, DataScience, BigData, Apache Flink, Apache Kafka, IDS, NIDS, 
Snort. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Nowadays Big Data is changing the way information and data is used and transformed into 
solutions, adding an extra value that was always there but companies, organizations and states 
were not able to squeeze until today, changing the typical computing solutions. In this case, a 
problem regarding an excess of data from a NIDS will be fixed, or at least, optimised, helping the 
system administrators to take actions immediately over the different events that may occur on the 
systems in order to maintain its integrity and security. 
 

1.1. Motivation 

 
Computer science has rapidly evolved since it appeared, more than any other discipline, and it 
continues on this day at a vertiginous rhythm. Thanks to computer science, processing data 
became an easy and fast task. Such was the way that in 90s decade the term Big Data was 
defined for referring to manage large volumes of data [1]. This field, as computer science, is still 
evolving so that in 1992 it could be used for referring to 1TB datasets, while in 2010 the Twitter’s 
day traffic was more than 12TB [2]. However, nowadays Big Data does not refer just about the 
size of such data, but more specifically to the extraction of an added value from it using predicting 
models or analytical techniques, obviating the size of the data. 
 
Currently, the Big Data can be performed in almost every field: meteorology, astronomy, quantum 
physics, economy, finances… even in sports. The volume of data that is captured grows quickly 
due to the reduction of the price of the devices which are used at capturing and collecting data, 
from sensors for Internet of Things to Smartphones. It is said that 90% of the total digital data that 
exists today, was created in the last two years [3].  
 
Big Data usually is characterized by four attributes named the V’s of Big Data: Volume, the amount 
of data managed is huge; Variety, data comes from several sources and different types, including 
non-traditional sources like social feed, images, audio files, web sites; Veracity, data must be 
accurate, precise and trusted, same principle that applies in any DB; and Velocity, the analysis of 
the data must be fast and agile, in order to be able to process the data and get results as soon 
as possible [4]. 
 
This creates a need for technologies and systems able to canalize, process and storage such 
amount of data as fast as possible. This need in turn creates the need of Data Science’s 
specialists, either for analysing the Big Data itself (data analysts) or to develop, deploy and 
maintain the new computer systems (data engineers) that are able to process the Big Data 
optimally. 
 
This Master’s Thesis is done at The Institute of Physics of Cantabria (IFCA). It is a research centre 
by Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) and University of Cantabria (UC) created in 1995 
whose purpose is researching in six lines: Particle Physics and Instrumentation, Galaxies and 
AGNs, Observational Cosmology and Instrumentation, Nonlinear Dynamics, Meteorology and 
Data Mining and Advanced Computing [5]. 
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The group of Advanced Computing and e-Science started in the year 2000 with the aim of 
deploying a solid infrastructure in situ, becoming relevant at an international level. Nowadays the 
group participates in many international projects, for example CMS at LHC or ESA Planck. The 
centre also counts with a node from the Spanish Supercomputing Network and is in constant 
evolution. Up to this day, it counts with a supercomputer, several clusters, more than 1 PB of 
storage, as well as an archive system with equivalent capacity. Currently they are working on a 
cloud platform for its users as well as maintaining and assuring the correct operation and 
performance of all its systems [6]. 
 
Due to security and control reasons, the group has deployed a Network Intrusion Detection 
System (NIDS) for monitoring the network and preventing and detecting malicious activity or 
unauthorized access to any of the systems, which is complex and large. Any device connected to 
the internet is susceptible of being attacked, which along with the size of the infrastructure makes 
the NIDS to generate nowadays around 1M of alerts of different kind per day.  
 

1.2. The objectives 

 
Each alert generated by the NIDS is based on predefined rules, which are able to detect not only 
hazards, but also everything that may look alike, generating then false-positive alerts. This makes 
easier to understand the near 1M of alerts generated per day. Such amount and rate are 
impossible to handle by a human being, at least in a reasonable processing time, using traditional 
computer systems and tools. 
 
For example, a single rule may be able to generate thousands of alerts. In this case, the system 
administrator should check the source and destination IP to see if it is within the local network or 
not. If it is, it could be just a packet falsely identified by the NIDS, or traffic between servers using 
a special port or protocol, or actually a true intrusion attempt. In any case, the system 
administrator should fix the problem at its source. Currently, the deployed NIDS at IFCA is 
generating around 256MB of data per day. This means almost 2GB of data per week, and 84GB 
per year. 

 
The aim of the project then, is to help to analyse such amount of alerts so that the real hazards 
can be more easily detected, classified, analysed and sorted out in a real time manner or as soon 
as possible by the security administrators. For doing so, the planned solution is to deploy Big Data 
technologies over the NIDS at IFCA, which will collect and canalize the alerts in a faster and 
reliable manner, letting the security administrators to analyse better the possible hazards. 
 
This Master’s Thesis is focused then on the latest mentioned profile, Data Science engineering, 
providing of a Big Data computer system solution to a specific problem due to the size of the data 
and the inability to process it in an optimal period of time with the traditional computer systems 
and tools. 
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2. State of art 

 
In this section, the world of Big Data and the current solution deployed at IFCA are detailed. The 
possible architectures that may be applied to the deployment, as well as the different kinds of 
data processing are analysed, highlighting their benefits and disadvantages always with a scope 
on the aim of the project.  
 

2.1. Big Data panorama 

 
There are a lot of technologies available nowadays regarding Big Data. Since it appeared for the 
first time, it has been in constant development and the progress has been substantial. It is 
believed that today, the most valuable resource is no longer oil but data [7]. This explains why 
many companies have restructured their business model around this new field, and each day the 
number is increasing. For example, financial institutions use the historic data along with their 
tracking systems for creating real-time models that help to make better and more accurate 
decisions than before. This is because they are able to manage larger data as well as make 
analysis much faster, which is reflected in trades at speeds and frequencies that a typical human 
trader cannot [8]. 
 
In general, the companies study the existing technologies and try to figure out how to adapt them 
to their business, while a few stand out from the rest, using an existing technology and developing 
a better one or creating a new one from scratch, like Apache Kafka by LinkedIn. 
 
Big Data models can be divided in two big groups, depending on the way they process the data: 
batches or streams. It is up to the developers to choose which model to use, with some restrictions 
in mind, but it actually is the way data is collected the reason that determines which model fits the 
best. That is, if data is collected in batches, it will be usually processed just like that, and vice 
versa [9]. 
 

2.1.1. Batch processing 

 

Batch processing in Big Data context means that the data is processed in blocks, which have 
been stored in a period of time. This period is determined by the business logic: hourly, daily, or 
even from the beginning to the latest record. The latest example is used when, for instance, 
something needs to be changed or recalculated on the views of the model. This kind of processing 
usually deals with non-continuous data. 
 
It is obvious then, that batch processing takes a lot of time to be performed since such blocks of 
data are huge, and is best for use cases where all needed data has been collected and real time 
processing is not necessary, having a low frequency of execution. Therefore, such data is referred 
as bounded-data, which means it has a beginning and an end. 
 
In summary, the characteristics for a batch processing system are: 
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• Processes large blocks of data. 
• Bounded data. 
• Usually non-continuous data. 
• More concerned about throughput than latency. 
• Not suitable for real-time processing. 

 

2.1.2. Stream processing 

 

Stream processing means that the data is processed in form of a sequence of data elements as 
they arrive, continuously, or in small windows [10]. These windows may consist of periods of time, 
determined number of elements, web sessions, etc. The system usually is a cluster with several 
nodes, and as in every streaming system, it is possible that some data get lost or arrive out of 
order, so it is necessary to be able to process asynchronous data. This is generally thought for 
real-time systems, but there is no contradictory reason for using this kind of processing for any 
kind of stream, not only real-time data but streams of data that have been stored for days or 
months. One may deduce then that data is usually unbounded and continuous in stream 
processing. 
 
This kind of processing is generally used when a very low latency is required. For obtaining such 
latency, the processing occurs in-memory rather than storing and then processing the data as it 
is done in batch processing. This means that the data is processed on the fly, so in case that 
storing the data is a requirement, actions must be taken, either using an auxiliary storing system 
or making the proper configuration if the used framework is able to store data. 
 
As it has been said, the processing occurs in-memory, so in case of a system failure, important 
data may be lost, along with the processing state in which the procedure was at the moment of 
the failure. In order to avoid this, the technology used must be stateful, so that the state of the 
processing is saved and later restore may be applied. These along the main characteristics of 
stream processing are described below [11]: 
 

- Delivery Guarantees: it means that a record will or not will be processed in any possible 
scenario. There are three levels of guarantee: 
 

1. At-most-once: the records will be processed as maximum once. Which means they 
may not be processed at all, but once as maximum. 

2. Exactly-once: the records will be processed exactly and only once. Every record 
will be processed and will not be processed twice, just once. 

3. At-least-once: the records will be processed at least once. May be just once or 
more times, but at least once. 

 
The best choice here is obviously exactly once, but it is hard to achieve and the 
performance may be affected for doing so. 
 

- Fault tolerance: when any analysis or procedure is performed, fault tolerance is a must 
since no one would want to repeat such, less if it takes several hours or days. Here the 
same principle is applied, so the system should be able to recover either in case of system 
failure, node, network, etc. In case of such failure, the system should be able to recover 
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from that point and continue with the procedure or analysis. For achieving so, the system 
should checkpoint its streaming state to a persistent storage periodically. 

 
- State management: similar to fault tolerance, sometimes it is required to maintain the state 

of the processing, so it is necessary as well that the framework should be able to maintain 
such state. 
 

- Other features and characteristics: depending on the requirements of the processing, it 
may be required other features like for instance window processing, watermarks, etc. It 
would be very helpful if the framework chosen for the system had those features instead 
of developing them a posteriori, or doing workarounds. 
 

2.1.3. Summary and conclusions 

 
As it has been already said, the way the data is collected defines which kind of processing should 
be applied, but at the end, is up to the developers and future administrators what to use. 
 
On the Table 1 the historically differences between both kinds of data processing and its data are 
highlighted. It must be pointed out, that the evolution on these systems is constant, and 
disadvantages are corrected and new features are added to these systems eventually, making 
them more robust, fault tolerance, etc. 
 
 

 Batch Processing Stream Processing 

Boundaries Bounded data Unbounded data 

Continuity Non-continuous data Continuous data 

Data consumption Large blocks Streams, micro batches 

Processing Scheduled periodically Event driven, real time 

Latency Hourly, daily, weekly, etc. Sub-second 

State storage Stored In-memory 
Table 1 - Data processing characteristics 

 
As it has been explained in the previous sub-sections, it is concluded here that there actually is 
no reason for considering one processing better than the other looking just at the characteristics. 
The best choice will always depend mainly on the data and how it is generated, as well as which 
kind of analysis will be performed on the data. Later on, after the possible architectures have been 
explained, the best frameworks of each kind of processing will be explained. 
 

2.2. Big Data Architectures 

 
When the same problem appears several times, which happens often in any computer science 
field, either a solution pattern is developed or a solution becomes a pattern. In Big Data the same 
principles apply, and such pattern should be able to handle the different steps that data goes 
through in this matter: ingestion, processing and analysis. There are several architectures that 
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accomplish those steps, but overall two architectures are used the most, Lambda and Kappa, 
which will be detailed on the following sub-sections. 
 

2.2.1. Lambda Architecture 

 
As it has been said, batch processing performs the processing on large datasets, with a high 
throughput and efficiency but usually requiring quite a lot of time. It may take several hours, and 
that is too much latency for offering live results nearly in every nowadays application. 
 
Stream processing instead works with the latest records that arrive to the system, which allows 
to perform a fast processing, offering near real-time results, but with the inconvenient that these 
are not as accurate as the ones offered by the batch processing. 
 
Lambda architecture, proposed by Nathan Marz in 2013 [12], mixes both kinds of processing 
obtaining their advantages under the same architecture, offering real time results and accurate 
views with low latency and high throughput with fault tolerance [13]. This architecture consists of 
three layers: batch layer, speed layer and serving layer. 
 

• Batch layer: new data is fed in raw format into the batch system, recording any 
transformation of the data as new records, which allows performing recomputations or 
rollbacks to the original data. Batch processing is performed periodically, feeding the 
accurate result views into the serving layer. 

• Speed layer: new data is fed into the speed system, performing window or real-time stream 
processing, feeding the result views into the serving layer with low latency. 

• Serving layer: the views fed by both layers are combined and prepared for the client’s 
application queries. 

 
Both processing layers, batch and speed layers, are at the same level on the architecture. This 
means that the new raw data is fed at once to both of them. Meanwhile, serving layer is above or 
later on. I the Figure 1 there is a detailed diagram of lambda architecture. 
 

 

Figure 1 - Example of Lambda Architecture 
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However, this architecture has some disadvantages too, along to some criticism due to its 
complexity. It is noticeable that this architecture needs of several systems and technologies to be 
assembled, which brings up the complexity of putting them together. Furthermore, as there are 
two processing layers, different processing code needs to be maintained and kept up in sync with 
each other for offering the views to the serving layer. This also brings up that such codes may be 
in different programming languages. Finally, the serving layer is fed by two different layers whose 
data, besides the pre-stored data in the batch layer, will be the same, which means that data 
itself, information and logic will be duplicated [14]. 
 

2.2.2. Kappa Architecture 

 
As it can be observed in the literature, the evolution of frameworks and technologies in time has 
been notorious. The possibilities that these offer today, were not available some time ago. During 
the research for this Master’s Thesis, two interesting articles by Jay Kreps, first one written in 
2013 detailing the benefits of the log [15], and second one written in 2014 [16], brought to the light 
a new possible architecture, Kappa Architecture. 
 
These two articles, along with documentation about different frameworks of stream processing, 
elucidated that there may be no need of using a batch system, either for storing or processing 
data, if the stream framework be able to reprocess the data since the beginning, making the 
architecture much simpler. Jay Kreps realised in 2014 about the drawbacks of Lambda 
architecture. And deepen in how with a proper stream processing system, the batch layer could 
be omitted, leaving just the stream layer but such with the ability of reprocessing all the stored 
data from the beginning. He, at the time, though that this solution was too simple for being named 
Kappa architecture, stating a new architecture. But the truth is that since then, it has been 
contemplated just like that. 
 
Kappa architecture offers the same benefits of Lambda architecture, but with the difference that 
all the data flows by only one path, the stream layer. Data is stored in a unified, distributed and 
fault-tolerance log, appended to it and its state is changed only when such appends happen. This 
allows recalculations or recomputations of the views. For doing so, the data is fed again from the 
beginning like a stream. In order not to lose the previous computation, a parallel job is launched, 
which allows to have two computations at once. After finishing the second computation, is up to 
the developer either maintain both, mix them or delete the previous and leave on the last one if it 
beats the expectations. This architecture has two layers, since the batch layer is omitted and the 
store system is not contemplated as a layer itself: 
 

• Speed layer: in this case, this is the only processing layer, so all the data is fed into this 
layer, which make the computations and creates the views for the serving layer. 

• Serving layer: as well as in Lambda architecture, the views are stored here, ready for the 
client’s application. 

 
In the Figure 2 there is a detailed diagram of Kappa architecture. On this architecture, the 
recomputations only happen if the processing code needs to be changed and the views 
recalculated. Such code, framework and data, will be the same, unlike in Lambda architecture 
where they are different for each layer. For doing the recomputation, the offset of the stream 
would be set to the initial or required point of the data, and fed into the speed layer. 
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Figure 2 - Example of Kappa Architecture 

 

2.2.3. Summary and conclusions 

 
As it is been said, Kappa architecture fulfils the requirements of Lambda architecture. In the Table 
2 the main differences and characteristics of both architectures are summarized. 
 
Both architectures have in common that the data comes from an immutable, unified, ordered and 
fault tolerance log; all processing happens on the input data coming from that log; every 
transformation is somehow registered; and the result is stored as views on the serving layer. 
 

Lambda Kappa 

Batch, speed and serving 
layers 

Speed and serving layers 

Data stored by the batch layer 
Data stored before it is fed 
into the speed layer 

Periodical recomputations Recomputations on demand 

Data managed like batches 
and streams 

Data managed like streams: 
bounded and unbounded 

Table 2 - Lambda vs Kappa architecture 

Both architectures are suitable as solution for almost any processing needs. However, Kappa is 
much simpler in every aspect. It is logical that several recomputations will happen at first, no 
matter the peculiarities of the data. But eventually these recomputations will tend to slow down 
generally. The only reasons for choosing Lambda over Kappa is that the data collected is massive 
and those recomputations will maintain such rhythm of execution in time, not slowing down as the 
processing improves, etc. Otherwise, the best solution would be Kappa architecture. 
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2.3. Current architecture at IFCA: Snort & unified2 

 
As it has been mentioned, there is an intrusion detection system deployed at IFCA, which is 
monitoring the network. This system is based on Snort [17], an open source network intrusion 
detection (NIDS) and prevention system (IPS) developed by Sourcefire which was acquired by 
Cisco Systems in 2013, continuing with the development [18].  
 
Snort is installed in a machine that is made up with 48 CPUs within the OpenStack Cloud System 
at IFCA, a free open-source software platform for cloud computing [19]. Each CPU is running in 
parallel a sub-process of the main instance or daemon of Snort. All 48 CPUs are monitoring the 
network based on predefined rules, writing the output to a unique binary log based in unified2 
[20]. This log can be configured in many ways, and currently is setup for creating a log file every 
256 MB of data, which matches more or less with 24h of information. The total amount of data 
stored in the life's time of the deployed NIDS is around 3TB. 
 
Such rules are defined by Talos [21] [22], a group of security experts supported by Snort, ClamAV 
and Spamcop.net; and some other by its community of users. Anybody can write and upload their 
own rules, and it is up to the system administrators to choose and apply the rules they think are 
the best. Snort is free of use, but they offer yearly subscription plans for being up to date to the 
latest sets of rules, getting them 30 days sooner than registered users, along with other features. 
 
The rules are defined using a simple, flexible and quite powerful lightweight rules description 
language. Each rule is divided in two sections: header and options. In the Figure 3 a sample rule 
is detailed, whose sections and subsections are explained in the next paragraphs. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Outline of a Snort rule 

The header contains the action, protocol, source port and IP, destination port and IP and subnet 
masks. This is who, where, what of a packet and what to do in such case. Here a brief explanation 
is given, for deeper information visit the manual [23]. 
 

− Action: indicates to Snort what to do when a packet that matches the rule shows up. There 
are three possible common options to every Snort mode: 

o Alert: generates an alert with the indicated alert method and then the packet is 
logged. 

o Log: log the packet. 
o Pass: ignore the packet. 

If Snort is running in inline mode, there are three additional modes: 
o Sdrop: block the packet. 
o Drop: block and log the packet. 
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o Reject: block and log the packet, then send a TCP reset or ICMP port unreachable 
in case of UDP. 

− Protocol: indicates which protocol to match. Currently four are supported: TCP, UDP, 
ICMP and IP. 

− IP Addresses: identifies which specific IP or subnet to match. It is given by a literal IP 
number, since Snort does not support host name lookup, along with a CIDR block to 
identify a subnet mask (classes C or B) or a specific IP address. It is possible as well to 
specify several IPs by listing them separated by a comma (,). In order to match any but 
the specified IP, the negation operator (!) may be used. Finally, for matching any IP, the 
word itself “any” must be used. 

− Port numbers: ports may be given by static port definitions, ranges (:), negation or anyone 
(any). 

− Direction operator: indicates the direction of the traffic that the rule applies to (->). The 
convention says that the origin must be on the left of the operator, and the destination on 
the right. In case of bidirectional traffic, the bidirectional operator must be used for 
simplicity (<>). 

 
The options section contains alert messages and information about the packet, in order to 
determine if the rule action should be taken. The header is very important since it identifies, say, 
the subject, while the options section is the context, giving the meaning to the rules. Each rule 
option is separated from another using the semicolon character (;). Keywords from arguments are 
separated as well with the colon character (:). There are four main categories of rule options.  
 

− General: description and information about the rule, but does not have any effect in the 
detection. 

− Payload: these options look for determined data or information inside the payload of the 
packet, and may be inter-related. 

− Non-payload: as its name says, these options look for information outside the payload. 
− Post-detection: these options specifies some triggers that are activated after the rule has 

been fired. 
 
As well as in the header, this is a brief explanation, for deeper details visit the manual [24]. 
 
Snort is triggered by the installed rules, and generates a log in unified2 format in binary log files. 
Unified2 can be configured to work in three modes: 
 

− Packet logging: its name is specified as “log_unified2” and includes a capture of the 
packet. 

− Alert logging: its name is specified as “alert_unified2” and includes only log events. 
− Unified logging: mix both logging modes, capturing the packet and logging the alerts in a 

unified file, “unified2”. 
 
Unified2 contains a header indicating the type and length, which may be skipped by applications. 
In addition, the records may not be in any order but all values are stored in network byte order. 
Unified2 is able to log extra data as IPv6, HTTP and SMTP parse. In the Figure 4 the format of 
each mode is detailed, and in the Figure 5, there is an output example of dumping the content of 
a log_unified2 to stdout. For deeper details, visit the manual [25].  
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Figure 4 - Format and examples of uified2 files 

 
Several tools may be used for reading unified2 files. For example, U2SpewFoo [26] dumps the 
content to the standard output (stdout) or U2boat [27] converts unified2 files into different formats. 
But these solutions are not very efficient if a lot of files must be read. In order to read automatically 
and at larger scale, other tools or systems must be used, like Barnyard2 [28] to feed other systems 
or idstools [29] to define a custom solution. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 - Output example of a snort log file 

 
 
 

- output alert_unified2: filename snort.alert, limit 128, nostamp 
 

filename <base filename> [, <limit <size in MB>] [, nostamp] 

[, mpls_event_types] [, vlan_event_types] 

 

- output log_unified2: filename snort.log, limit 128, nostamp 
 

filename <base filename> [, <limit <size in MB>] [, nostamp] 

 

- output unified2: filename merged.log, limit 128, nostamp, vlan_event_types 
 

filename <base filename> [, <limit <size in MB>] [, nostamp] 

[, mpls_event_types] [, vlan_event_types] 

 

(Event) 

    sensor id: 0  event id: 4 event second: 1299698138  event microsecond: 146591 

    sig id: 1   gen id: 1   revision: 0  classification: 0 

    priority: 0 ip source: 10.1.2.3 ip destination: 10.9.8.7 

    src port: 60710 dest port: 80   protocol: 6 impact_flag: 0  blocked: 0 

Packet 

    sensor id: 0  event id: 4 event second: 1299698138 

    packet second: 1299698138   packet microsecond: 146591 

    linktype: 1 packet_length: 54 

[    0] 02 09 08 07 06 05 02 01 02 03 04 05 08 00 45 00   ..............E. 

[   16] 00 28 00 06 00 00 40 06 5C B7 0A 01 02 03 0A 09   .(....@.\....... 

[   32] 08 07 ED 26 00 50 00 00 00 62 00 00 00 2D 50 10   ...&.P...b...-P. 

[   48] 01 00 A2 BB 00 00                                  ...... 
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3. Proposed solution 

 
Once the state of art has been covered and the possibilities have been detailed, it is easier to 
decide which architecture, processing technologies and systems are suitable for the solution of 
the project. 
 

3.1. Architecture 

 
Taking into account the different architectures described in Section 2.2, the possible architectures 
to deploy are either Lambda or Kappa. Each of them is suitable for this project, but after seen 
their benefits and flaws, the best option would be to deploy Kappa architecture since it reduces 
the complexity and ease the deployment, maintenance as well as development. 
 
As mentioned before, the way data is collected is one of the best markers to tip the balance 
towards one or another architecture. In this case, there may be large stored data from previous 
NIDS alerts (around 3TB of data), but once it has been processed, the future data will come in 
real time manners and it is assumable that recomputations will not happen very often. 
 
Another reason is the way data is generated. An NIDS creates data on the flow in real-time as 
the events are produced, typical way of creating and feeding streams of data, and it is fed into a 
log. This data is critical for the security administrators so it will make much more sense to receive 
such information as soon as possible.  
 
Furthermore, nobody desires a complex system, which implies harder maintenance, 
administration and developing. Sometimes there is no other option, but in this case, there actually 
is no need for using Lambda over Kappa architecture. In this way, it will be easier for the users 
and administrators to use and manage the system. Nevertheless, this adds the requirement that 
the processing technology must be able to process large stored data. 
 
For all these reasons, the best option is Kappa architecture. In the next subsections the possible 
technologies that may be applied on such architecture are detailed along with their functions: 

- Transfer the stored data into a system that is able to store and canalize events as well as 
keep reading for new events and feed the stream-processing system on demand (Apache 
Kafka). 

- Demand the required data to perform transformations and analysis by the system-
administrators (Apache Spark, Apache Flink). 

 

3.2. Technologies 

 
In this section, the potential technologies that may be applied to Kappa architecture to fulfil the 
different layers and roles are detailed. It is very important to considerate the community behind, 
since these technologies are usually open-source. It is recommended that the chosen framework 
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has a strong supporting community, which will help the system administrators and users in the 
future to solve problems as well as share and give publicity to the work if wanted. 
 

3.2.1. Apache Kafka 

 
Databases were created with the purpose of managing data efficiently. In Big Data the same 
principle applies, but traditional databases may not have enough throughput to feed Big Data 
processing systems and store the data at the same time. A more powerful system is needed to 
perform those functions, Apache Kafka. 
 
Apache Kafka is an open-source distributed stream processing platform which was developed by 
LinkedIn and donated to the Apache Software Foundation in 2011 [30]. It is used for creating real-
time data pipelines or streaming apps, in an elastic, scalable, fault-tolerance and high-availability 
way with low latency. 
  

 
Figure 6 - Apache Kafka Logo 

Data in Apache Kafka is persisted to disk and replicated avoiding possible loss of data, storing a 
log that can be read and kept indefinitely. It runs in a scalable cluster allowing real-time stream 
processing, which lets working at a high level of abstraction with data streams [31]. 
 
Apache Kafka publishes and subscribes to streams of records like a message queue, but being 
able to maintain such data in a fault-tolerant with durability guarantees, processing them as they 
occur. It is designed to fast scale horizontally and uses its own protocol. All of this makes Apache 
Kafka a perfect system for maintaining a unified distributed log of the records, which was the 
original intention at LinkedIn as mentioned in the article by Jay Kreps [15], solving a lot of 
problems and helping to keep track nearly of everything in the company. 
 
Kafka is able to run in one or more clusters, which store records in categories or feed names 
called topics, to which records are published. These topics can have multiple subscribers or none, 
and each record is form by a key, its value and a timestamp. The communication between clients 
and servers is done using a specialised TCP protocol, and in order to create such communications 
Kafka provides different Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) with which to create 
producers, consumers, stream processors and connectors to other systems. 
 
There are four core APIs: 
 

- Producer API: allows an application to publish a stream of records to topics. 
- Consumer API: allows an application to subscribe to topics and process the stream 

published to them. 
- Streams API: allows an application to work as a stream processor, consuming and 

transforming a stream from input topics, publishing to output topics. 
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- Connector API: allows creating and running reusable producers or consumers, which 
connect Kafka topics to other applications or data systems, in order to consume or publish 
data from or to them. 

 
Each topic is persisted maintaining a partitioned log. The number of partitions is configurable and 
they are distributed in the Kafka cluster. This makes possible to have a topic distributed over 
several brokers or servers, but each partition must fit inside the server that hosts it. They consist 
of an ordered and immutable sequence of records which is appended to, like a structured commit 
log. In addition, it is possible to configure the replication of each partition to a number of brokers 
for fault tolerance. For each partition there is one leader broker and zero or more followers. The 
leader is the one that handles every read and write requests for its partition, while the followers 
just replicate passively the leader. In case of failure of the leader, one of the followers would 
become the leader automatically, assuming its functions. The cluster maintains the load balance 
since each server acts as leader of some partitions and at the same time as follower of some 
others. All this allows to scale the log being able to get one considerably bigger, along with helping 
the parallelism of the system. 
 
The records are kept until the retention policy has been fulfilled, after which they are discarded to 
free up space. This policy is configurable and does not affect Kafka’s performance, so for keeping 
records for a long time the only requirement is to have such free space in the storage system. 
Records are up to be consumed as long as they are still in the system, whether or not have been 
already consumed, being independent from the retention policy, and having a delivery guarantee 
of exactly once. 
 

 
Figure 7 - Anatomy of a Topic [26] 

 
The producers publish data to the topics, being responsible for assigning each record to its 
partition inside the topic. This may be done according to a semantic function or using a round 
robin algorithm. Kafka only guarantees an order within each partition, so in case of needing a 
global order guarantee either in a topic or in general, a posteriori extra processing is necessary 
unless there would be just one partition in the topic, which means having just one consumer 
instance in the consumer group. 
 
A consumer group is a group of consumer instances or process, whose number of instances 
should be at most the same number as topic partitions they consume from. If there were more 
consumer instances within a group than partitions, those extra instances would be idle, doing 
nothing. In the contrary, it is possible to have less consumer instances, which means that the 
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partitions would be balanced somehow between the existing instances, having some of them 
more partitions to consume than others. If one consumer instance fails, Kafka would balance the 
partitions assigned to this instance between the instances that are still alive. In order to maintain 
the state of consumption by the instances, Kafka saves the offset in the partition of each instance, 
letting to recover their state once they come back alive. In the same way, if more instances join 
the consumer group, some partitions from other instances would be moved to the new ones, 
balancing the load of the consumer group. This is detailed in the Figure 8, where there is an 
example of 4 producers writing to a topic with 3 partitions, which are read by 2 instances in a 
consumer group. 
 
Kafka controls the balance and consumption of records, unless there are requirements in the 
business logic, which should be then controlled and managed manually. The aim is to process 
every record just once by a consumer group, so a record is never sent to more than one instance 
within a consumer group. These are the basic functions of Apache Kafka, for more details visit 
the documentation [32]. 
 
In 2015, the peak load of Kafka at LinkedIn was of 10.5M of messages per second, 18.5 Gb of 
income data per second and 70.5 Gb of outcome data per second, having more than 1100 Kafka 
brokers, 32000 topics and 350000 partitions. 
 
 

 
Figure 8 – Overview of writing to and reading from a topic 

 
Besides all this, Kafka includes the Streams API, an embeddable stream processing engine for 
building standard Java [33] applications for stream processing in a simple manner. It is built on 
top of Kafka and its focus is on building reactive and stateful applications and event-driven 
systems rather than analytic applications. It may be used for example for processing events and 
data and feed the outcome again to Kafka or to another processing system like Apache Spark or 
Apache Flink. It works like a library, so any Java application can embed it, but with the 
inconvenient that needs Apache Kafka to  
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The functionalities, characteristics and guarantees of Apache Kafka makes it the ideal framework 
for playing the role of collecting data and maintain a log which feeds the streaming processing 
system in a Kappa Architecture. There are other messaging technologies like ActiveMQ [34] or 
RabbitMQ [35], but they are more suitable for traditional architectures and messaging systems, 
escaping of what nowadays is Big Data and Kappa architectures. All these reasons explain why 
they are not covered in this document. It is not surprising then that Apache Kafka is by far the 
most chosen option by companies and organizations [36] like LinkedIn, CISCO, ORACLE, 
PayPal, etc. 
 

3.2.2. Apache Spark 

 
Apache Spark is a unified analytics engine for big data processing, with built-in modules for 
streaming, SQL, machine learning and graph processing [37]. It was originally developed by the 
University of California in 2009, liberated as open source in 2010 and donated later to the Apache 
Software Foundation in 2013, which have been in charge of the project since then [38]. 
 

 
Figure 9 - Apache Spark Logo 

 
Spark is the successor of Hadoop [39], both for batch processing, which was the first flagship of 
Big Data analytics. Spark was originally developed due to the limitations of MapReduce paradigm, 
which typically uses a linear dataflow reading data from disk, mapping a function across the data, 
reducing the results to that map and finally storing this reducing result to disk. Spark, in addition 
to this, allows thanks to the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) [38] to read the datasets several 
times and an interactive data analysis. Besides, Spark introduces processing in-memory, which 
allows for up to 100 times faster processing, although it brings the disadvantage of having to use 
smaller datasets than Hadoop due to the memory limitations. 
 
Spark’s architecture is made of Spark Core, the fundamental base of the whole Spark project, 
and the modules or frameworks mentioned before over the Core: Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, 
MLlib for machine learning and GraphX for graph-processing. Spark Core provides the basic I/O 
functionalities along with distributed task dispatching and scheduling through an API focused on 
the RDD abstraction. Figure 10 shows this architecture in detail. 
 
As mentioned before, Apache Spark provides the Spark Streaming module for stream processing. 
Data is processed in micro-batches, which means it is not natively stream processing adding also 
the latency of such micro-batching, performing RDD transformations. The advantage of this 
architecture is that it allows to use the same code either on batch processing or stream 
processing, easing the implementation of lambda architecture. 
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After Spark 2.X version, Apache Spark introduced Structured Streaming, built on the Spark SQL 
module and based on Dataframe and Dataset APIs, which allows using SQL queries or Scala [40] 
operations on streams of data. Structured Streaming queries are processed using a micro-batch 
processing engine, which means again, not native streaming. The minimum latencies provided 
by this engine are of around 100ms. 
 

 
Figure 10 - Apache Spark Architecture 

 
After Spark 2.3 version, Apache Spark introduces Continuous Processing as an experimental 
streaming execution mode inside Structured Streaming. Here instead of launching periodically 
tasks, long-running tasks are launched which read, process and write data continuously, instead 
of waiting to the micro-batch to perform. Now the latencies are up to 1ms bringing finally native 
stream-processing to Spark. It is up to the developers to choose which kind of stream-processing 
to apply. This is still experimental at the moment of writing this document, version 2.4.3 of Apache 
Spark, having many limitations in operations like watermarks, group by, etc. [41]. 
 
In conclusion, Apache Spark would be one of the best solutions for deploying a Lambda 
Architecture, although the native stream-processing is still experimental, micro-batching could be 
fine for multiple solutions. Being able to use the same code and technology in batch-processing 
as well as in stream-processing is a huge advantage, facilitating the development of applications 
along with the maintenance of the systems. However, not having a native stable stream-
processing system yet does not make it a real option for this Kappa Architecture deployment, 
forcing to leave behind this technology.  
 

3.2.3. Apache Flink 

 
Apache Flink is an open-source platform for stream and batch data processing that was started 
from a fork of the project named “Stratosphere”, created in 2010 and developed by a collaboration 
of Technical University Berlin, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin and Hasso-Plattner-Institut 
Postdam with funding of the German Research Foundation. The aim of the project was to create 
a new big-data analytics platform to help researching in the universities within Berlin area. At the 
end of 2014, it became top-level project at Apache Software Foundation [42]. 
 
Flink’s core is a streaming dataflow engine that provides data distribution, communication and 
fault tolerance for distributed computations over data streams. As for batch-processing, it is on 
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the top of its streaming engine, covering native iteration support, managed memory and program 
optimization [43]. 
 

 
Figure 11 - Apache Flink Logo 

Nowadays Flink is the flagship of stream-processing, and as Apache Spark, it is able to support 
completely the Lambda Architecture, but with a different approach. While Spark is batch-
processing with micro-batching covering the stream-processing (obviating the latest released 
continuous processing which is still not stable), Flink is a native stream-processing which is able 
to perform batch-processing too, basically treating the batch as a stream of bounded data. The 
Figure 12 details the structure of bounded and unbounded streams [44]. 
 

- Unbounded streams: there is a beginning but not an end, and usually the order in which 
the events were generated does matter in order to generate a complete result. 

- Bounded streams: there is beginning and an end, but instead the order of events is not 
required since bounded streams can be sorted. This is typically known as batch 
processing. 

 

 
Figure 12 - Structure of streams [44] 

Both kind of streams are processed with excellent performance and managed by Flink, since it 
was designed to control precisely time and states on unbounded streams, and counts with specific 
algorithms and data structures for bounded streams. 
Flink is designed to run stateful streaming applications at any scale. They are parallelized up to 
thousands of tasks that are distributed and concurrently executed in a cluster, which means that 
they may use unlimited amounts of CPUs, memory, disk and network. The state is maintained by 
an asynchronous and incremental checkpointing algorithm that ensures exactly-once consistency 
with minimal impact on latencies. 
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Such optimized state is achieved by keeping a local copy of the state in-memory as long as it fits 
in. Otherwise it is maintained in access-efficient on-disk data structures. In this way, data is 
accessed locally, usually in-memory, providing very low processing latencies. On the other hand, 
the exactly-once guarantee is achieved by performing periodical, asynchronous and incremental 
checkpoints of the local state to durable storage, which may be of several TBs. In this way, the 
impact of latency due to checkpointing is very small. These actions are detailed in the Figure 13.  
 
In case of a failure, the application is restarted and its state is loaded from the latest checkpoint, 
which in combination with resettable stream sources, assures the exactly-once guarantee 
although the application had crashed. 
 
The state can either be saved in RocksDB, embeddable persistent key-value store for fast storage 
developed by Facebook and open-sourced in 2017 [45], or different state backends including 
custom ones. Furthermore, Flink supports multiple state primitives, allowing developers to use 
atomic values, lists or maps. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13 - Stateful and exactly-once performance [44] 

 
Stream-processing applications are usually time-based since they are events that occur in time: 
windows aggregations, sessionization, patter detection, time-based joins, etc. Flink provides four 
time-related features: 
 

- Event-time Mode: the computations are based on the time stamp of the events, no matter 
if they are bounded or unbounded streams. 

- Processing-time Mode: in the same way as Event-time Mode, the computations now are 
triggered based on the processing machine’s clock. 

- Watermark Support: it is like a policy that defines when to stop waiting for the arrival of 
earlier events when, for example, they arrive out of order and asynchronously. Flink uses 
watermarks to reason about time in event-time applications, and are a trade-off between 
latency and completeness of results. 

- Late Data Handling: continuing with the given example in Watermark Support, some of 
those events may arrive after the computation. Flink features multiple options to handle 
these late events, for example re-routing them to update the completed results. 

 
Flink provides three layered APIs, which targets different use cases: ProcessFunction, 
DataStreamAPI and SQL/Table API. 
 

- ProcessFunctions: process individual events from one or two input streams grouped under 
the same window, providing the greatest control over time and state.  
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- DataStream API: only available for Java and Scala, provides primitives for many common 
stream processing operations as well as allows to create functions extending interfaces 
or as lambda functions. 

- SQL & Table API: designed to ease the definition of data analytics and pipelining as well 
as ETL applications. These two APIs are unified for both, stream and batch processing, 
which means that queries are executed with the same semantic and give the same result 
under any of those kinds of processing. It uses Apache Calcite for parsing, validation and 
query optimization. Also, it is easy to integrate with the previous APIs, and supports user-
defined scalar, aggregate, and table-valued functions. 

 
Besides, these three APIs include other libraries in within, and as libraries they are, they can be 
integrated with other libraries: 
 

- DataSet API: it is the core for batch processing applications. Its algorithms are inspired by 
traditional database operators like hybrid hash-join or external merge-sort. 

- Gelly: library for scalable graph processing and analysis built on top of DataSet API and 
integrated within. Also, it provides a Graph API for implementing custom graph algorithms. 

- Complex Event Processing (CEP): it comes integrated with DataStream API, allowing to 
specify patterns of events that are evaluated on DataStreams. This will be very useful for 
the system administrators, since its use cases are network intrusion detection, business 
process monitoring and fraud detection. 

 
Flink is designed to run applications for long periods of time, but applications, as data, have a life 
cycle. Helping in this matter, Flink features Savepoints, which solves the problematic of updating 
the application and its related challenges. A savepoint is similar to a checkpoint, since it is a 
snapshot of the application state, but in this case need to be triggered and managed manually. 
Savepoints include the following features: 
 

- Application Evolution: allows to run an application from a savepoint that was taken from a 
previous version, as well as start it from an earlier point in time. 

- Cluster Migration: applications can be cloned to other clusters. 
- Flink Version Updates: applications can be migrated to new versions of Flink with 

savepoints. 
- A/B Tests and What-if Scenarios: different versions of an application can be compared by 

starting such versions from the same savepoint. 
- Pause and Resume: applications can be paused at making the savepoint, and resumed 

later on. 
- Archiving: savepoints can be archived to reset applications in the future to an earlier state. 

 
If all this was not enough, Flink also provides a REST API to control applications and query 
information. Also, it counts with a web UI to inspect and debug the applications, which may be 
launched and managed using the REST API. Logging is implemented with slf4h logging interface, 
as well as features a sophisticated metrics system for both system and user-defined metrics, 
which can be exported to several reporters. 
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3.3. Conclusions 

 
It has been detailed in the previous sections the reasons, advantages and disadvantages of each 
technology within the purpose that would have in the final solution, as well as their functions in 
Kappa Architecture. 
 
The functions to perform by Apache Kafka is to read the stored log files generated by the NIDS 
and save them into the system as well as keeping track of the future generated records. All this 
data will be feed into the stream processing system, as they occur or on demand by the security 
administrator. Thus, Kafka Streams is available to perform transformations and enrichment of the 
records if required. Setting the offset to the beginning would send all the stored records to perform 
a recomputation. In this way, the role of database and keeping a log would be fulfilled. 
 
On the other hand, Apache Flink will be the stream-processing framework, whose functionalities, 
features and APIs will help the security administrators to perform analysis on the generated alerts 
by the NIDS, which would be stored in Apache Kafka. In this way, the excess of data would be 
optimised, helping the system administrators to take actions as soon as possible, maintaining the 
integrity and security of the network and its systems. 
 

4. Deployment 

 
This section details the deployment carried out. This is the installation of the different technologies 
in virtual machines, administrated by OpenStack Cloud Platform, using a Kappa Architecture. 
Also, interconnexion and testing of the systems, including the load of part of the existing unified2 
data to Apache Kafka and an example of streaming to Apache Flink. 
 

4.1. Architecture 

 

The chosen architecture for this deployment is Kappa Architecture. In this model there is a copy 
of the generated data that will stay immutable in time. This data, originally generated by the NIDS 
to the local file system, will be ingested into Apache Kafka, which will keep it as long as the system 
administrators require. 
 
The ingesting example will be carried out by a producer running in the machine where the NIDS 
logs are stored. This producer will be coded in python, using the idstools [29]￼ for reading the 
records and send them to Kafka. 
 
In Kafka, there will be several brokers due to fault-tolerance, being able to allocate several 
replicas. Otherwise, the replication factor would be just 1, and there will be only one replica of the 
data. On the other hand, several topics will be created for testing different configurations, either 
at topic as well as server level. 
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Finally, Apache Flink will be the stream-processing framework, which will be feed by Kafka on 
demand. For testing, a consumer coded in python will be used to read data from Kafka. 
 
In the Figure 14 the final configuration of the Kappa Architecture with all the components is 
detailed. 
 

 
Figure 14 - Deployment of Kappa Architecture 

 

4.2. Apache Kafka 

 

Kafka’s documentation does not indicate an accurate description for hardware requirements. 
Instead, a brief idea on CPU’s, memory and disk is given [32]. 
 
Kafka’s throughput depends on parallelization, so the higher number of cores the better results. 
At LinkedIn they use quad-core Intel Xeon machines with 24GB of memory. The required memory 
is determined by the active readers and writers. This may be estimated by assuming the buffering 
time is of 30 seconds and compute as: 
 

write_throughput * 30 
 

In many cases, Kafka can run with 6GB of memory for heap space, but its ability to handle load 
is hampered when less memory is available [46]. In the other hand, the bottleneck is generated 

by disk throughput, which in this case should not be a problem since it will run in OpenStack Cloud 
Platform, which has defined hardware profiles. 
 
Once detailed the hardware requirements, the hardware configuration chosen for this deployment 
is to use 16 cores, 29,3GB of memory and 190GB of disk space. The Operating System (OS) will 
be Ubuntu 16.04, which is launched from OpenStack Cloud Platform as virtual machine. 
 
After launching the instance and connecting to it through SSH, the installation of Apache Kafka is 
quite simple, but it requires to have previously installed Java. They recommend to use the latest 
version of Java SE Development Kit (JDK) 1.8 due to security reasons. To get the Oracle JDK, 
the corresponding repository must be added first. Then, after updating and upgrading the system, 
the JDK 1.8 should be installed. Once it is installed, the Java environment variables must be set. 
 
Next step is to download and un-tar the latest version of Apache Kafka: 

 
$ wget http://ftp.cixug.es/apache/kafka/2.2.1/kafka_2.12-2.2.1.tgz 

$ tar -xzf kafka_2.12-2.2.1 

http://ftp.cixug.es/apache/kafka/2.2.1/kafka_2.12-2.2.1.tgz
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Finally, the name “kafka” must be added to the hosts file in /etc: 
 

127.0.0.1 localhost kafka 

 

Now Apache Kafka has been installed correctly, and for checking so, Kafka provides a producer 
and consumer examples for testing. But first, Zookeeper’s daemon must be started, before 
Kafka’s daemon. From inside Kakfa’s installation path run in separate terminals: 

 
$ bin/zookeeper-server-start.sh config/zookeeper.properties 

$ bin/kafka-server-start.sh config/server.properties 

 

At first, Zookeeper will show some INFO messages that contains “NoNode” errors. That is normal 
since it is the normal messages when Zookeeper tries to find paths that have not been created 
yet [47]. Before launching the producer and consumer, a topic must be created. For creating the 
topic, the following command must be used: 
 
$ bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --zookeeper localhost:2181 --replication-

factor X --partitions X --topic topicName 

 

For checking the created topic, the list option can be used: 
 

$ bin/kafka-topics.sh --list --zookeeper localhost:2181 

 
Now the producer and consumer can be launched, again in separate terminals, and check if it 
works sending some messages from the producer and receiving them in the consumer: 
 
$ bin/kafka-console-producer.sh --broker-list localhost:9092 --topic test 
en un lugar de la mancha 

de cuyo nombre no quiero acordarme 

 

$ bin/kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 --topic 

test --from-beginning 
en un lugar de la mancha 

de cuyo nombre no quiero acordarme 

 

If the consumer has received the messages, the installation is working, at least locally. But in a 
production system, the producers will be in other machines sending data to the Kakfa Cluster. 
 
Kafka’s socket server settings must be configured to listen for connections from the outside, as 
well as open the required port in OpenStack Cloud Platform. This configuration is in 
config/server.properties file. Thus, in order to being able to delete topics from the command line, 
delete.topic.enable must be set to true. The configuration can be seen in the Figure 15. 

config/server.properties: 
    broker.id=0 
    listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9092 

    advertised.listeners=PLAINTEXT://XXX.XXX.XX.188:9092 
    log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs 

    delete.topic.enable=true 

    log.retention.hours=-1 

Figure 15 - required Kafka server configuration 
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PLAINTEXT means that the data is transferred as plain text. No encryption is used, which in this 
case is valid. Listeners are the interfaces that are bind to the port where Kafka will be listening for 
connections. Advertised.listeners are the hosts where clients, for example producers, will connect 
to. Log.retention.hours is the retention policy, which is set to keep the data indefinitely. The rest 
of options for the testing are optional. 
 

4.3. Ingestion: tests, cluster and producer 

 
Now that Apache Kafka has been deployed correctly, it is the moment to make an ingestion of 
Unified2 log files generated by the NIDS, in this case Snort. 
 
For doing so, a sample of 46 unified2 log files, around 11 GB of data, will be ingested with a single 
producer that will run in the machine where data is stored. Those 46 log files correspond with data 
generated by Snort during around 44 days (256MB per day). This producer, coded in Python 
using the idstools, will read the records and send them to just one topic in Kafka.  
 
The recommended replication factor is between 2 and 3, which means that there should be more 
than one broker to be able to perform it. For these tests, three brokers will be created, allowing a 
maximum replication factor of 3. 
 
The performance of the ingestion may be affected, directly, by the producer, the replication and 
partition factors, as well as servers’ configuration. The unit of parallelism in Kafka are the 
partitions, which means that several partitions should give better performance than a few or just 
one. Also, the partitions will allow the consumers to process data faster, since they will be able to 
read from several partitions at once. But too many partitions may decrease the performance since 
they would have to write many more log files in parallel. The optimal point is to find the trade-off 
between performance and partitions. 
 
In order to compare different scenarios, several ingestions will be performed, comparing the 
metrics of different configurations, both at server and topic level. These tests will start from a 
minimal configuration, and increasing the partitions eventually to check whether the performance 
improves or not, looking for an optimal partition configuration. 
 
Later on, these tests will be performed once again, modifying the buffer sizes of the servers, either 
for receiving as well as for sending data. The default settings are suitable for most scenarios [48], 
but the recommended settings by IBM [49], increasing the batch sizes and setting the number of 
partitions to half of the physical CPUs used, will be tested out too. 
 
The tests chosen are the following: 
 

1. 1 partition, 3 replicas.  
2. 3 partitions, 3 replicas.  
3. 6 partitions, 3 replicas.  
4. 8 partitions, 3 replicas.  
5. 12 partitions, 3 replicas. 
6. 16 partitions, 3 replicas. 
7. 32 partitions, 3 replicas. 
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As it can be observed, all these tests will have 3 replicas, tripling the data in the cluster. Also, in 
every test, the records will be in the same topic, but different one for each test. 
 
In the test 1, the records will be in the same partition, which is the most basic configuration. This 
ensures the order of the data, since all records are in the same partition. This can be useful when 
the order of the records matters, for example, when there is no timestamp of when they have 
been created.   
 
The number of partitions is increasing each time. The partition factor has been chosen taking into 
account two factors: 
 

- The number of brokers in the cluster, to keep evenly the load of partitions on each broker. 
- The recommendation by IBM, where the number of partitions are proportional to the 

number of cores, in this case 16 CPUs. 
 
As mentioned before, the acknowledgment of the producer is set to one. This means that the 
leader broker will send acknowledgment back to the producer once it has received the data. In 
this way, there is at least some assurance that the records will be received correctly by the cluster, 
although presumably there will be no transmission error due to be working in the same network. 
 
Thinking logically, the replication at the moment of ingesting the data, may affect the throughput 
since it would be tripling the data at the same time. Also, the partition factor may also affect the 
latency since the cluster would have to divide the records and write more files. 
 
The aim of these tests is to check whether or not the performance increases at increasing the 
number of partitions. Presumably, it is expected that the throughput increases accordingly since 
these are the unit of parallelism. 
 
For creating the different brokers, there must be a server.properties file with a different 
configuration for each broker to be initiated. In such files, a different broker id, listeners and path 
for the log files must be defined. If the original broker’s file is modified, the broker must be stopped 
and started again to load the new configuration. The modified configuration of such servers can 
be seen in Figure 16 and 17. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

config/server-1.properties: 
    broker.id=1 
    listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9093 

    advertised.listeners=PLAINTEXT://XXX.XXX.XX.188:9093 
    log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs-1 

config/server-2.properties: 
    broker.id=2 
    listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9094 

    advertised.listeners=PLAINTEXT://XXX.XXX.XX.188:9094 
    log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs-2 

Figure 16 - Kafka server-1 configuration 

Figure 17 - Kafka server-2 configuration 
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As mentioned before, the tests will be performed once again, but modifying the TCP socket buffer 
parameters in the brokers, for both sending and receiving, following the recommendation given 
by IBM. The new buffer configuration can be seen in Figure 18. 

The servers should be restarted to be able to read the new configuration before performing the 
latest tests. In this way, this second iteration will check whether is better or not to increase such 
buffers along with incrementing the partition factor, or if it is good at all. 
 
In order to run the brokers as daemons in the background, the option “-daemon” must be used: 
 

$ bin/kafka-server-start.sh -daemon config/server-1.properties 

$ bin/kafka-server-start.sh -daemon config/server-2.properties 

As mentioned before, if the tests were with replication factor set to 1, it could be increased 
afterwards using the reassignment tool, which needs a JSON file indicating the new configuration. 
An example of such configuration can be seen in Figure 19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The numbers indicate the id of each server. So 0 in partition means that there is only 1 partition 
and it is in server with id 0. While the numbers in replicas indicate the id of the servers where 
should be a replica after it is performed. 
 
Finally, the replication could be applied using the reassignment tool: 
 
$ bin/kafka-reassign-partitions.sh --zookeeper localhost:2181 --reassignment-

json-file increase-replication-factor.json –-execute 
 
Current partition replica assignment 
 {"version":1,"partitions":[{"topic":"topic_name","partition":0,"replicas":[0]
,"log_dirs":["any"]}]}  
Save this to use as the --reassignment-json-file option during rollback 
Successfully started reassignment of partitions 

 
The command returns the original replication configuration, for being able to roll back if need it. 
Checking the state of the replication can be done using the same command, but with the verify 
option instead of execute: 
 
$ bin/kafka-reassign-partitions.sh --zookeeper localhost:2181 --reassignment-

json-file increase-replication-factor.json –-verify 

{ 

  "version":1, 

  "partitions":[ 

      {"topic":"topic_name","partition":0,"replicas":[0,1,2]} 

  ] 

} 

 

config/server.properties: 
    socket.send.buffer.bytes=1048576 

    socket.receive.buffer.bytes=1048576 

Figure 18 - IBM buffer recommendation for Kafka servers 

Figure 19 - New configuration for replication in JSON 
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It may be still in progress: 
 

Status of partition reassignment:  

Reassignment of partition topic_name-0 is still in progress 

 

Or already finished: 
 

Reassignment of partition topic_name-0 completed successfully 

 

Also, it can be checked using the describe option from kafka-topics tool: 
 
$ bin/kafka-topics.sh --zookeeper localhost:2181 --topic topic_name --describe 

Topic:topic_name   PartitionCount:1    ReplicationFactor:3 Configs: 
  Topic: topic_name    Partition: 0    Leader: 0   Replicas: 0,1,2 Isr: 0,1 

 

As it can be observed, it is still in progress watching the Isr information since the replica from the 
broker with id 2 is not finished yet. Isr means “In-sync replicas”, which in this case indicates that 
brokers 0 and 1 have completed the replication, but broker 2 still not. The replication can take 
several hours depending on the load of the server and the amount of data to be replicated. As 
mentioned before, currently there is no way to know when it will exactly finish. Once it does, the 
ingestion of data and tests will be concluded. 
 
The producer will use the idstools library to read the unified2 files, and Kafka-Python client to 
connect to Apache Kafka [50]. The idstools library allows to read logs and rules from Snort and 
Suricata [51], a free open source IDS. On the other hand, Kafka-Python client lets to connect to 
an Apache Kafka server pretty much the same way than the Java client. 
 
The idstools library offers several ways to read unified2 records: from a normal file, from a unified2 
log file and from the directory where unified2 log files are stored. In this example, the last option 
will be used, giving the path to the directory and reading every existing file. 
 
The tasks of the producer then are: 
 

- Connect to Apache Kafka. 
- Read every record from the unified2 log files. 
- Send each record to the topic. 

 
The mentioned function that reads all files in the directory is SpoolRecordReader, which has 
several parameters: 
 

- directory: required. The path to unified2 files must be given. 
- prefix: required. It is the filename prefix that the unified2 log files start with. 
- init_filename: optional. The name of the file to start with. 
- init_offset: optional. Offset to start from. 
- follow: optional: Boolean indicating whether to wait for next records or not. 
- rollover_hook: optional. Function to call after reading completely a file. 

 
For this example, the used parameters are the directory and the prefix with which the files begin. 
The rest of parameters are not necessary. No reason for starting on a specific file, nor existing 
offset. Thus, these files are stored in a directory for a test, so there will not be any new incoming 
records on this path, which means there is no need to follow it for new records. Finally, the rollover 
function, which in some cases may be very useful, in this case it is unnecessary too.  
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Once the reading is defined, the real producer must be set up. For doing so, the class 
KafkaProducer from Kafka-Python client may be used. This class contains lot of parameters, but 
for this test only three are required to set up: 
 

- bootstrap_servers: the IP of the Apache Kafka server and its port. 
- value_serializer: a serializer for transforming the data from the unified2 log files into JSON 

and being able to stream it. 
- api_version: the version of the API that the deployed Apache Kafka server will use, in this 

case 2.2.1. 
- acks: the acknowledgment of the records by the server. In this case is 1, so that there will 

be assurance that records have arrived to the cluster before continuing. This is the default 
option, so it is not necessary to set it up. 

 
Now, for ingesting the records into Kafka, the send method must be used, whose required 
parameters for this test are the following: 
 

- topic: topic where the record will be published. 
- value: record itself. 

 
It is not necessary to specify which partition for the defined tests, since it will be manage 
automatically, as well as key per value. For further information on the parameters visit the 
documentation [52]. The final code of the producer is in Figure 20. 
 

 
Finally, everything is ready for starting the ingestion of the records in Apache Kafka performing 
the tests. For doing so, the command time [53] will return the total execution time: 
 

$ time python producer.py 

 

from kafka import KafkaProducer 

from json import dumps 

from idstools import unified2 

 

path = "/home/ubuntu/snort-00/" 

file_prefix = "snort.u2." 

topic = ”topic_name” 

 

producer = KafkaProducer( 

    bootstrap_servers = 'XXX.XXX.XX.188:9092', 

    value_serializer = lambda x: dumps(x, encoding = 'latin-1').encode('ascii'), 

    api_version = (2,2,1)) 

 

reader = unified2.SpoolRecordReader(path, prefix = file_prefix) 

 

print("Starting PRODUCER in "+path) 

for record in reader: 

    producer.send(topic, record) 

    if reader.next() is None: 

        print("PRODUCER FINISHED") 

        print(producer.metrics()) 

 
Figure 20 - Kafka producer code 
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4.3.1. Results and conclusions 

The tests have taken between around four and five hours and a half to complete with an error 
rate of zero. The performance has increased as partitions increased, excepting test number 3 
with IBM’s buffer recommendation, which has taken practically the same time than the test 
number 2, and test number 2 with default configuration. This probably is due to indirect factors, 
as load of the disks at the moment of performing the test. 
 
The execution times are very close to each other and it should be taken with caution since, as 
mentioned before, indirect factors or circumstances that happen within the OpenStack Cloud 
System machines and its network may impact in the results. Nevertheless, the improvement is 
undeniable as results show that increasing the partitions reduces de execution time. It has been 
corroborated also executing some of the tests several times, as well as different ones to the shown 
here, giving very similar results. 
 
The results also show that increasing the buffer sizes of the connection increases the 
performance, but as partitions increase, the execution time tends to equalize to the one obtained 
with the default configuration of Kafka. 
 
The execution time has continued to decrease in every test, and although the improvement itself 
is smaller in each test, it seems that it has not reached the limit yet, being possible that with a 
higher number of partitions it will be still decreasing.  
 
The test 1 had only one partition, which means that only one broker was working at producing the 
data. In order to be able to compare its metrics with the rest of the tests, the results of incoming 
byte-rate and outgoing byte-rate have been divided by three, the number of available brokers. 
The metrics from the brokers obtained in the tests are in Table 3, while comparison graphs are in 
Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18. 

Table 3 - Metrics of the performed tests. 

 Time 
(min) 

Incoming 
byte-rate 
(bytes/s) 

Outgoing 
byte-rate 
(bytes/s) 

Response 
rate 

(res/s) 

Request 
rate 

(req/s) 

Request 
size-avg 
(bytes) 

Request 
latency-
avg (ms) 

Topic 
byte-rate 
(bytes/s) 

1 
346 4030,34 267945,33 68,63 74,48 5471,66 6,87 787582,74 

356 4628,44 253983,51 79,65 85,59 2967,22 5,9 743077,99 

2 
349 4181,77 249456,30 57,88 76,03 3281,06 13,41 733232,57 

311 3844,60 283927,04 49,93 68,87 4122,82 13,56 836286,62 

3 
329 4828,39 255918,51 50,93 63,56 4026,17 15,15 751131,51 

312 2636,02 281219,99 26,43 33,55 8217,12 25,48 839326,26 

4 
320 3907,32 280055,59 36,51 43,96 6370,23 21,66 829677,45 

298 3872,10 266572,08 41,59 51,04 5232,18 18,93 790440,03 

5 
308 4090,56 257133,74 31,09 37,6 6838,75 26,48 758740.19 

290 2169,87 316343,63 16,2 17,69 17878,57 54,74 945803,95 

6 
277 1662,19 329955,73 10,49 10,86 30382,99 91,13 986774,8 

278 1519,63 349.287,39 9,63 9,98 34999,12 99,11 1042960,7 

7 
267 698,71 342929,10 2,53 2,59 132381,79 401,35 1027442,4 

269 695,53 331341,83 2,55 2,57 128581,01 393,64 975890,53 
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Figure 22 - Request latency comparison 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 - Incoming byte-rate comparison per broker 
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Figure 21 - Time comparison of the tests 
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Figure 24 - Outgoing byte-rate comparison per broker 

 
As it can be observed in the metrics and graphs, the test 1 gave the worst performance, since it 
does not take advantage of partitioning. The only reason for considering such configuration is that 
the order of the records matters at topic level. As mentioned before, the order is maintained within 
partitions, so having just one would keep the order of the records in Kafka. This test produced 
metrics from just one broker, since with one partition it only uses one broker in the production of 
the data, so to be able to compare it to the rest of tests, the data was divided by three. 
 
In the test 2 the performance did not improve with the default configuration, as well as with bigger 
buffers in test 3. Working with virtual machines have the inconvenient that sometimes there is 
extra work on the disks used in the cluster, which impact in the results. These were kept 
intentionally since repeated executions gave the expected results, following the improvement 
trend. 
 
The results also show that as partitions increase, latency increases as well. However, this latency 
is balanced with the higher throughput obtained as well in every test. 
 
Finally, it can be concluded with these tests that the more partitions the higher performance of 
the system. Thus, the error rate was zero, which indicates that in local networks the performance 
can be improved if the acknowledge is set to none, since it will be very hard to lose any records. 
 

4.3.2. Problems Found 

 
The replication factor indicates the number of copies that the topic will have. Testing the 
replication tool, the replication factor was set to one at producing, and then modified to three. This 
means that there would be three copies of the data after the replication is complete, which triples 
the amount of stored data. 
 
The storage directories were set to the tmp directory, which in this case have around 24GB of 
storage. As mention in Section 4.3, the data ingested for the test is around 11GB, which tripled 
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makes 33GB. By tripling the data, the storage directory run out of space, making the brokers and 
the process to fail. 
 
In order to fix the problem, the directory for the brokers was modified to a bigger one following the 
next steps: 
 

1. Stop the Kafka brokers. 
2. Copy all the existing content in the original directory to the new one. 
3. Modify the server property files, changing the old directory to the new one. 
4. Start again the Kafka brokers. 

 
Zookeeper and the brokers assumed automatically the new directory and continued with the 
replication successfully. 
 

4.4. Apache Flink 

 
As in the case of Kafka, Apache does not indicate a specific description for hardware 
requirements, only software, which are similar to Apache’s Kafka requirements. 
 
Flink’s performance depends on parallelization, so the higher number of cores will give better 
results typically. For this reason, the hardware configuration chosen is almost the same as in 
Apache Kafka: 16 cores, 29,3GB of memory and 60GB of disk space. 
 
The only software requirement is to have Java 1.8 installed, same as Kafka. So, the OS will be 
the same as Kafka, Ubuntu 16.04, launched as a virtual machine from OpenStack. Java is 
installed the same way than in the Kafka machine: adding repository, updating, installing and 
setting the environmental variables. 
 
Installing Apache Flink is similar too. In this case, Flink comes with Scala by default, and several 
versions of Hadoop are available. For installing directly on the file system, any Scala version will 
work fine. Just download and untar the corresponding file. 
 
Once it is installed, the State Backend must be defined. This is important since the states saved 
with one backend, cannot be restored using a different one. By default Flink comes with 
MemoryStateBackend enabled [43]. 
 
As its own name indicates, the state is saved within system’s memory, so in case of failure it is 
very possible that the state is lost. Once Flink snapshots the state of the program, it is sent back 
to the JobManager. This means that the aggregated state must fit into the JobManager memory. 
All these are the reasons why this backend is recommended only for local development and 
debugging, as well as allocating little states, as jobs that consists only of record-at-a-time 
functions (Map, FlatMap, Kafka Consumer, etc.). 
 
The other two state backends provided are the following: 
 

- FsStateBackend: this backend holds data in the TaskManager’s memory and writes by 
default asynchronously snapshots into files in the configured file system, storing minimal 
data in the JobManager’s memory. 
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- RocksDBStateBackend: this backend holds data in a RocksDB database that is stored by 
default in the TaskManager data directories. In this case, the checkpointing will be 
performed against the RocksDB database, saved into the configured file system, using 
minimal metadata in the JobManager’s memory. This is the only backend that offers 
incremental checkpoints at the moment. However, the maximum supporting size per key 
and value is 2GB each, which can be excessed using merge operations for example. 

 
These two backends are recommended for production deployments. Although RocksDB can 
scale based on available disk space and is the only one offering incremental checkpoints, each 
state access and update requires serialization and reading from disk, decreasing eventually the 
performance. On the contrary, FsStateBackend is very fast as each access and update is 
performed on the Java heap. This means the it is limited by available memory within the cluster, 
but in this case it will not be a problem. For these reasons, the chosen state backend is 
FsStateBackend. 
 
FsStateBackend is configured enabling it in the configuration file, and adding a system URL where 
the states will be allocated. Nothing else is needed since the acknowledgment is by default set to 
exactly-once: 
 

- state.backend: Here the backend is defined. In this case, filesystem. 
- state.checkpoints.dir: url or path to the directory. 

 
Before starting the server, as in Kafka configuration, the public IP and several ports must be 
configured, along with memory and task slots. This configuration is in the file conf/flink-conf.yaml: 
 

- jobmanager.rpc.address: set the public IP that the master node will use. 
- blob.server.port: specify the port of the blob server where it will be listening on. By default 

it is set to 0, which is not acceptable since it will use a different one on every connection. 
- taskmanager.numberOfTaskSlots: number of pipelines or threads available that will run 

the jobs, should be set to the number of cores. 
- jobmanager.heap.size: memory that the JobManager will be able to use. It is 1GB by 

default. 
- taskmanager.heap.size: memory that the TaskManager will be able to use. This memory 

will be evenly distributed between the task slots. It is 1GB by default. 
 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the ideal case is to have the same number of partitions as same 
number of consumers. Setting the number of task slots to the same number of cores and same 
number of partitions, creates this ideal case. The system will manage them automatically, 
assigning one task slot per partition, allowing the parallel consumption.  
 
Flink’s set up would be finished, but the machine where it will run is not. The specified BLOB port, 
as well as dispatcher’s port and TaskManager’s port must be opened for connections through 
OpenStack Cloud Platform. Finally, the name of the host must be added to /etc/hosts: 
 

127.0.0.1 localhost flink 

 
Now that ports and host are configured, starting the server can be done by executing the following 
command from within the directory: 
 

$ ./bin/start-cluster.sh 
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For checking if it works, it is possible to check the log files, or accessing to the web frontend of 
Apache Flink. It comes with a dispatcher’s web frontend which shows an overview of the system. 
For accessing the dispatcher, the required port must be open first from OpenStack, allowing 
connections to it using the public IP of the cluster. In the Figure 25 there is a screenshot of the 
dispatcher. 
 

 
Figure 25 - Dispatcher's web frontend of Apache Flink 

Flink provides some examples in examples folder within Flink’s directory, which can be easily 
executed. For example, the wordcount example will count the different words sent to the 
application within periods of five seconds. After that time, the count will restart automatically, not 
taking into account the previous result. For sending some messages netcat server may be used: 
 

$ nc -l 9000 

 
Once it is running, submit the Flink application using the following command: 
 

$ ./bin/flink run flinkProgram --parameters 
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Now, words can be set through netcat and the application will receive them and count how many 
different were in the last period, repeating the count every five seconds. 

 
As it can be observed, the application has counted how many “uno”, “dos” and “tres” were 
received in the last period of five seconds. In this case, 2, 1 and 1 respectively. 
 
As mentioned before, the dispatcher is a useful GUI for checking the state of Flink and the 
launched applications. It is accessed through the web browser and offers information about each 
application and the system (system state, jobs states, job id, job start time, job end time, etc.); 
allows to launch from the browser a new application, as well as cancel it; offers some statistical 
data about the processing; shows the log and stdout; etc. 
 
If the execution of a program fails, (i.e., running the application before running netcat server will 
cause exception since there is no such port to connect to), the failed application is registered as 
Failed; if it’s cancelled, as Cancelled; if it is still running, as Running; and if it is already finished, 
as Finished. 
 
At this moment, there is only one JobManager instance in the deployment, which means there is 
a Single Point of Failure (SPOF). If the JobManager crashes, the running programs would fail, 
and it will not be possible to submit new ones till it is restored. In order to avoid this, it is possible 
to deploy several JobManagers that will be in standby till the leader fails. In that moment, one of 
the JobManagers that are in standby will take the roll of leader, and continue with the execution 
of programs. This is called High Availability (HA), which is displayed in the Figure 26 [54]. 
 

 
Figure 26 - JobManager High Availability [54] 

Netcat 
 

ubuntu@flink:~/flink-1.7.1$ nc -l 9000 

uno 

uno 

dos 

tres 

Output of SocketWindowWordCount 
 

tres : 1 

dos : 1 

uno : 2 
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As it can be observed in Figure 26, while the former leader JobManager is recovering, a standby 
JobManager comes in as leader. Once the former leader has recovered, it will take the former roll 
of the new leader, standby, and will be awaiting to a future possible crash of the new leader. 

 
In order to enable HA in the cluster, the following actions must be taken: 
 

- Set high-availability mode to ZooKeeper. 
- Configure a ZooKeeper quorum: list of replicated ZooKeeper machines which provide the 

distributed coordination service. 
- Set masters file: indicate the list of JobManager hosts and their web UI ports. 

 
After configuring it, the cluster can be started using the typical starting scripts, which in this case 
will start an HA-cluster. 
 
However, in contrast to Apache Kafka where it was possible to run several brokers under the 
same machine, here is not possible to run several ZooKeeper servers. Nevertheless, for this 
deployment test it is enough to deploy just one server, but in the future it is recommendable to 
deploy at least three, as in the case of Apache Kafka. 
 

4.4.1. Testing Apache Kafka and Apache Flink 

 
Now that Flink is up and running, it is the moment to test Apache Flink and Apache Kafka together. 
The partition configuration chosen for the topic in Kafka is 16 partitions, since the Flink cluster 
has 16 cores. In order to reach the ideal case and being able to read from all 16 partitions at once, 
the number of task slots is set to 16, same number of cores in the cluster. Also, the memory set 
for the JobManager is 10Gb, and the memory set for the TaskManager is 16Gb, which will be 
distributed along all 16 task slots automatically, allowing 1Gb per task slot. 
 
As mentioned before, the number of task slots is the number of highest pipelines or threads 
available in Flink. It is up to the developers either to use all of them or not, setting the parallelism 
from within the job. 
 
For developing programs in Flink, it is recommendable to use a project manager to manage the 
dependencies of the libraries. In this test, and as explained in the section 4.4.2, although using 
such project manager there were several errors that made the implementation of the test very 
hard. 
The consumer, on the contrary to the producer, runs on the Flink’s machine. The tasks of the 
consumer then are: 
 

- Connect to the Kafka cluster. 
- Stream all the data from the topic to Flink. 
- Write to stdout the received data. 

 
Every Flink program must set first the execution parameters: 
 

- Parallelization: set to 16 to use all partitions and task slots. 
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- Checkpointing: in order to save the state of the consumption, it is set to 1 minute. 

 
The next step is set up the consumer itself. The consumer needs 3 parameters: topic to read 
from, schema to serialize the data from Kafka, and connection properties, which in this case are 
the following: 
 

- bootstrap.servers: the IP and server where is running the Kafka server. 
- group.id: id to identify the consumers between Flink and Kafka. 
- offset: the point where the consumer should start reading from. 

 

import org.apache.flink.streaming.api.environment.StreamExecutionEnvironment; 

import org.apache.flink.streaming.api.datastream.DataStream; 

import org.apache.flink.formats.json.JsonNodeDeserializationSchema; 

import org.apache.flink.streaming.connectors.kafka.FlinkKafkaConsumer; 

import java.util.Properties; 

public class StreamingJob { 

        public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 

                // set up the streaming execution environment 

                final StreamExecutionEnvironment env = 

StreamExecutionEnvironment.getExecutionEnvironment(); 

                final String topic = "ascii1x16x3"; 

                //configure environment 

                env.setParallelism(16); 

 env.enableCheckpointing(60000); 

                //configure Kafka consumer 

                Properties props = new Properties(); 

                props.put("bootstrap.servers","XXX.XXX.XX.188:9092"); 

                propsput("group.id","test"); 

                //create Kafka consumer 

  FlinkKafkaConsumer<ObjectNode> consumer = new FlinkKafkaConsumer<>( 

topic, 

new JsonNodeDeserializationSchema(), 

props);            

 consumer.setStartFromEarliest(); 

                //create data source 

 DataStream<ObjectNode> stream = env.addSource(consumer);                

 stream.print(); 

               // execute program 

               JobExecutionResult result = env.execute("Flink-Kafka-Test"); 

               consumer.close(); 

        } 

} 

Figure 27 - Consumer Flink written in Java 
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The starting offset can be set to the earliest, latest or to a specific offset. It depends on the 
intention of the consumer. For this test, it is set to earliest since it should read all the records in 
the topic.  
 
The schema is very important, since it “translates” the bytes transferred from Kafka into Flink. 
Since the data stored in Kafka is in JSON form, the proper schema should be a JSON schema, 
in this case, JsonNodeDeserializationSchema. But for this test could be also a simple string 
schema. 
 
Once the consumer is established, it must be assigned to a form of data transmission. In this case 
a data stream, which will canalize the data. The consumer is passed to the environment variable 
as a source, which will write the output to a file in the log’s directory. 
 
The last step is to execute the program. Even if the program is submitted to Flink, it does not start 
running until execute is called. This is named lazy evaluation, and it allows to create sophisticated 
programs that Flink executes as one holistically planned unit [55]. In the Figure 27 there is the 
Java consumer program. 
 

4.4.2. Results and conclusions 

 
The execution of the whole test took almost 10 minutes, much less than the production of records.  
As can be seen in the Figure 25, the consumer used all 16 available task slots to consume the 
records. The output generated by the consumer is in the file system, in the file log/flink-ubuntu-
taskexecutor-0-flink.out, allocating all the records from the topic of the test. 
 

Figure 28 - Checkpointing of the consumer 
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Also, the checkpointing worked correctly, saving the state periodically every minute in order to be 
able to restore the program in case that the system fails. In the Figure 28 the checkpointing of the 
submitted job can be seen. 
 
This means that the consumer has consumed all the records from the topic, and the whole 
deployment works correctly.  
 
However, for the deployment of this this test there were several problems, which are explained in 
the next section, 4.4.3.  
 

4.4.3. Problems Found 

 
Although everything works perfectly, the intention at first was to develop a consumer using the 
Python API, which is based on Jython, a not full Python replacement but still useful [55]. Such 
consumer, besides reading all the records allocated in the topic, should do some kind of 
transformation with them, and finally show the obtained result.  
 
In order to learn how to make such transformations using streams and Flink, some tutorials 
provided by Flink were followed. These tutorials are available only in Java and Scala, not Python. 
Nevertheless, there are some examples in Python to learn from, which were also studied. 
 
Worth mentioning, the Python API is being transformed nowadays, leaving Jython behind and 
becoming a proper API. Up to the moment of writing this document, with the latest version of Flink, 
the Python API was officially released, but only supporting fully Table model. This model differs 
from dataset (batch) and streaming models in that generates a huge table where queries can be 
performed to. 
 
Nevertheless, it was impossible to make such transformation using either Jython or Python API, 
so the consumer tasks were limited to just read from the topic and print to stdout. 
 
In the case of Python, it was not necessary to use a project manager. Downloading from maven 
the required libraries was enough: 

 
- Apache Kafka 2.12-2.2.1: library of the deployed Apache Kafka framework. 
- Apache Kafka Clients 2.12-2.2.1: library for connecting to Apache Kafka. 
- Apache Flink Connector Kafka and Connector Kafka Base 2.12-1.7.1: libraries for 

connecting Apache Flink with Apache Kafka. 
- Apache Flink Core 1.7.1: library of the deployed version of Apache Flink framework. 

 
The Flink programs written in Python have some basic obligatory parts: 
 

- A main function that receives a factory argument. This is the entry point of the consumer 
and is used by Flink execution layer to run the program. 

- The factory argument is needed to get an Environment object, which is the basis of all 
Flink programs, in order to be able to stream data, etc. 
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- Finally, calling to execute on the environment object will in fact run the program. 

 
In the Figure 29 is the consumer written in Python, where can be seen the similarities with the 
Java version shown in Figure 27. 
 
In order to make possible the mentioned test, where some transformations on the records should 
be performed, it was decided then to move from Python to Java, hoping that the tutorials and 
examples were enough. 
 
For developing the program, the project manager Maven was used along with the IDE IntelliJ 
IDEA [56], following the project setup from Apache Flink [57].  
 
The performed test in section 4.4.1 was easily implemented, locally. However, at the moment of 
deploying the test in the cluster, lot of dependency errors appeared. No matter if the program was 
built from the cluster, where Maven was used too, or using IntelliJ. It did not work, given the 
ClassNotFoundException. 
 
It seems that the provided files from the tutorial were not valid in this case, and the dependencies 
whose scope was set as provided were wrong. The scopes of such dependencies were changed 
to compiled, which solved the issue. 
 
After solving the dependencies’ issue, a new one appeared. There were collisions between 
classes, indicating that some classes could not been instantiated from other classes. All these 
classes were internal to the ones used in the program. It did not matter if the classes used were 
changed for another ones, like JsonNodeDeserializationSchema for SimpleStringSchema. Some 
other collision appeared. 
 

from java.util import Properties 

from org.apache.flink.streaming.api.functions.source import SourceFunction 

from org.apache.flink.streaming.api.collector.selector import OutputSelector 

from org.apache.flink.streaming.util.serialization import SimpleStringSchema 

from org.apache.flink.streaming.connectors.kafka import FlinkKafkaConsumer 

 

def main(factory): 

    props = Properties() 

    props.setProperty("bootstrap.servers","XXX.XXX.XX.188:9092") 

    props.setProperty("group_id", "flink_test") 

    props.setProperty("auto.offset.reset","earliest") 

    consumer = FlinkKafkaConsumer("1x16x3", SimpleStringSchema(), props) 

    env = factory.get_execution_environment() 

    env.set_parallelism(16) 

    stream = env.add_java_source(consumer) 

    stream.output()  

    env.execute("Flink-Kafka-Test ") 

Figure 29 - Consumer Flink written in Python 
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Apparently, there is some kind of error at the moment of creating the execution environment in 
the cluster, where the class loader fails. The solution for this issue, which took a long time to find, 
was to set the resolving order of the class loader to parent-first within the configuration file of 
Apache Flink. 
 
Once solved those two issues, it was possible to deploy the test program in the Flink cluster. 
Nonetheless, besides being working on the Python API, the Apache developers have been 
working also in the Java API. With the new version of Apache Flink released at the end of August, 
1.9.0, some methods and classes changed, having to adapt the test program to the new version 
of Apache Flink, which was deployed seeking to solve the mentioned issues. 
 
Finally, it was not possible to get metrics of the consumer test. Although the web dispatcher offers 
an easy way to visualize them, it seems the metrics must be implemented manually. 
 

5. Conclusions and future work 

 
The development of this Master’s Thesis has been very interesting and instructional due to been 
able to work with leading edge’s technologies on Big Data and computing systems. At first, the 
knowledge about these technologies was basic. Some notions about the existence of different 
technologies, their functioning and performance, and managing of virtual machines with 
OpenStack Cloud Platform. This implied an extra work on the State of Art, trying to understand 
the functioning, advantages and disadvantages, either for the technologies as for the 
architectures.  
 
This knowledge has been evolving till the end of the thesis, demonstrating to be able to deploy 
Big Data technologies on a Kappa architecture over a NIDS that will help system administrators 
to analyse in a nimbly way the real hazards of the systems at IFCA. 
 
The systems have been deployed successfully, with a complete example of data transmission 
from the origin of the data, to the final system where it will be analysed. Although there were some 
problems during the deployment, the system works correctly. Thus, they have not required any 
drastic changes on any configuration or system. This implies that the deployed technologies, 
although very complex, are very robust and not hard to administrate. 
 
Also, these technologies are quite new. They are in constant development and the change has 
been notorious from the beginning of this Master’s Thesis to the end. New features and 
improvements are being carried out by the developers, with backward compatibility, which helps 
the administration of the systems. 
 
The administration of Kafka, although it is not difficult from the command line, sometimes is useful 
to get a visual of what is going on in the cluster. It could be achieved by deploying a Kafka 
manager, like Yahoo Kafka Manager tool [58]. 
 
Furthermore, this Master’s thesis demonstrates the need for specialists on data engineering, able 
to design, deploy and administrate the systems used for collecting, canalize and analyse the Big 
Data. 
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The future work starts by deploying the High Availability cluster, which requires of two more 
machines for deploying different ZooKeeper servers. In this way the Single Point of Failure would 
be eliminated of the system, offering a high reliable system. 
 
On the other hand, although some parameters have been tested out either for Flink as for Kafka, 
there are still many that can be used. The future users of the system should check them out since 
some of them affect directly the performance. 
 
In the same way, the producer and consumer used for testing are simple. Right now the bottleneck 
of the system is on the producer. It could be improved to use parallelization in order to use all the 
cores of the Kafka cluster. On the other hand, the consumer is not a real using case example 
since it writes directly the output to a file. 
 
Also, the Python API is limited compared to Java or Scala API’s, and in fact, it is a wrapper of the 
Java API, so the future users may study which API fits best their requirements, and develop the 
producers and consumers. It is possible also that the Python API has a worse performance than 
Scala or Java APIs, improving the producing performance and reducing the ingestion time 
significantly. 
 
In order to ease the deployment on other future scenarios, once the future users have decided 
the best configuration, they could create snapshots of the virtual machines using OpenStack 
Cloud Platform, or use deployment tools like Docker [59] or resource managers like Apache 
Mesos [60]. 
 
Finally, it would be interesting to keep an eye on the newest released systems, which may 
outstand one day the deployed ones. For example, Apache Samza [61] is emerging like a real 
competitor to Apache Flink; or once the first stable and complete release of Apache Metron [62] 
comes out, may be the best option for the purpose of this project since it is a specific Big Data 
solution for cyber security. 
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